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Session 1 (Jan 26th): Intro to LinkedIn 
Networking Basics & Professional Branding

Session 2 (Feb 16): Establishing Yourself as a 
Thought Leader

Session 3 (Mar 16): Content Creation Workshop
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Has a Marketing Challenge
Security Awareness

“Innovative” Solution

Varied Target Audience



Why LinkedIn? 



1. Your Decision Makers are there

2. Your co-workers are there

3. It’s transitioning to highlight Content Creators

4. Build awareness, grow your professional brand

Why LinkedIn for Security Awareness? 



Another highlight to note by the report frames it another way, if it were ranked as a world 
economy, cybercrime would rank as the world's 3rd largest economy behind US and China 🤑🤑 
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Personal Branding
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Visibility = Familiarity  

82% of people are very likely to buy from brands 
they already have experience with.

74% of people grow loyal to a brand after 
regularly interacting with their online content.
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Quick Profile Optimization

Profile Pic - make it easy to see YOU

Headline - Make it unique

Featured Section - add it!

Creator Mode - Turn it ON
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Headline: Your Business Card
More than a job title, it’s part of your professional brand

Displays in Search Results & Comments - make it COUNT!

All generic headlines 
convey painfully little; 

a wasted opportunity!

Convey USP of YOU



Effective Headline
Conveys your key value, focus, strengths, passion
Stands out from others in your field
Supports your professional branding
Includes 3-4 keywords you want to appear for in search*

Stands out & conveys 
clearly industry, niche, 

& passion

Provides some 
credibility signals in 
industry but lacks 

niche; could be refined



More Headline Examples
Accomplishments nice 

but too generic

Notable Positions & 
Publications

Broad (Amazon) + Niche 
(Startup) + Personality



Featured Section

Recent LI Posts
Articles published
External media
Documents
External URLs

Highlight top resources for Security Awareness

Can include:



Creator Mode

LinkedIn Live
Audio Events
Newsletters*
Follow Tools

Will Grow Followers and Reach but only if posting consistently at least 
2-3x / week.

Keep content relevant so it connects with your audience.

Provides Access to:



Another highlight to note by the report frames it another way, if it were ranked as a world 
economy, cybercrime would rank as the world's 3rd largest economy behind US and China 🤑🤑 
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Speaking of audiences…
Who are yours?
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Consider the audience 

CXOs, Directors, Managers 

Co-workers

Community oriented

Cybersecurity Peers
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Keep message focused

It’s fine to have different audiences but each post 
should only target ONE of them

Use hashtags the audience cares about, not 
necessarily cyber professionals
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#HashtagReview
● Sweet spot is 3-5

● Not all #s are created equal
● Use a mix of broad and niche #s



● 1st connection with your CXOs, 
Board Members & Directors/Managers

● Connect with “regular” coworkers, 
too!

● Identify the top 10 from these who 
seem to be most active on LinkedIn

Be Strategic

Trusted Brands
Numbers for personal 
and commercial contacts 
can be spoofed.









Homework!
❏ Turn On Creator Mode

❏ Optimize 1 section in your profile
❏ Profile pic/Headline/Featured

❏ Commit to a posting cadence
❏ 2-3 days a week
❏ 5 days a week
❏ Other

❏ Identify your audience & 
connect 

❏ Bookmark your top 10 

Share progress or ask questions 
in our community!



SAM Community!

Weekly Virtual Meetups

Bi-Monthly Livestreams

Get our email updates:
wizer-training.com/manager-hub

https://www.wizer-training.com/managers-hub

